Automated interpretation of systolic and diastolic function on the echocardiogram: a multicohort study


Abstract

Background Echocardiography is the diagnostic modality for assessing cardiac systolic and diastolic function to diagnose and manage heart failure. However, manual interpretation of echocardiograms can be time consuming and subject to human error. Therefore, we developed a fully automated deep learning workflow to classify, segment, and annotate two-dimensional (2D) videos and Doppler modalities in echocardiograms.

Methods We developed the workflow using a training dataset of 1145 echocardiograms and an internal test set of 406 echocardiograms from the prospective heart failure research platform (Asian Network for Translational Research and Cardiovascular Trials; ATTRaCT) in Asia, with previous manual tracings by expert sonographers. We validated the workflow against manual measurements in a curated dataset from Canada (Alberta Heart Failure Etiology and Analysis Research Team; HEART; n=1029 echocardiograms), a real-world dataset from Taiwan (n=31 241), the US-based EchoNet-Dynamic dataset (n=10 030), and in an independent prospective assessment of the Asian (ATTRaCT) and Canadian (Alberta HEART) datasets (n=142) with repeated independent measurements by two expert sonographers.

Findings In the ATTRaCT test set, the automated workflow classified 2D videos and Doppler modalities with accuracies (number of correct predictions divided by the total number of predictions) ranging from 0.91 to 0.99. Segmentations of the left ventricle and left atrium were accurate, with a mean Dice similarity coefficient greater than 93% for all. In the external datasets (n=1029 to 10 030 echocardiograms used as input), automated measurements showed good agreement with locally measured values, with a mean absolute error range of 9–25 mL for left ventricular volumes, 6–10% for left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), and 1.8–2.2 for the ratio of the mitral inflow E wave to the tissue Doppler e’ wave (E/e’ ratio); and reliably classified systolic dysfunction (LVEF <40%, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve [AUC] range 0.90–0.92) and diastolic dysfunction (E/e’ ratio ≥13, AUC range 0.91–0.91), with narrow 95% CIs for AUC values. Independent prospective evaluation confirmed less variance of automated compared with human expert measurements, with all individual equivalence coefficients being less than 0 for all measurements.

Interpretation Deep learning algorithms can automatically annotate 2D videos and Doppler modalities with similar accuracy to manual measurements by expert sonographers. Use of an automated workflow might accelerate access, improve quality, and reduce costs in diagnosing and managing heart failure globally.
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Introduction

Heart failure is a significant public health problem worldwide. Early diagnosis and treatment can prevent disease progression and reduce the burden on healthcare systems. Echocardiography is the most commonly used cardiac imaging modality and is generally considered the primary method for assessing cardiac structure and function in the diagnosis of heart failure. Although echocardiography is non-invasive, safe, and highly acceptable to patients, cases that require trained specialists to interpret echocardiograms can limit accessibility.

Advances in deep learning have made automated analysis of medical images possible. Previous attempts to automate echocardiogram interpretation have focused solely on view identification or the quantification of systolic function, or have not included external validation in patients with abnormal findings. However, more than half of patients with heart failure have either a mid-range ejection fraction or preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF), and assessment of diastolic function is of crucial importance across cardiac disease states. The diagnosis of HFpEF is challenging, and in parallel to clinical evaluation, relies on identifying structural and functional changes associated with increased left ventricular filling pressure. Therefore, a fully automated workflow to assess systolic and diastolic function parameters is a crucial unmet need.
Research in context

Evidence before this study
We searched PubMed for papers published between Jan 1, 2000, and April 1, 2020, using the search terms “deep learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “machine learning” AND “echocardiography”. We did not apply restrictions on study type or language. Previous attempts that used deep learning algorithms to classify and annotate echocardiograms focused either exclusively on classification without annotation or only assessed systolic function. Importantly, previous attempts commonly did not perform independent external validation.

Added value of this study
This study presents a fully automated deep learning-based workflow for automating the classification and annotation of echocardiographic videos. Measures of agreement between human measurements and automated measurements were high for systolic and diastolic dysfunction. Automated measurements were able to diagnose systolic and diastolic dysfunction with high ability (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve at or around 0·9). Importantly, results were validated in three independent cohorts from Canada, Taiwan, and the USA. A separate prospective assessment showed that the variability of automated measurements was smaller than the variability of manual measurements by expert sonographers.

Implications of all the available evidence
The present deep learning model annotated echocardiograms and showed the ability to detect systolic and diastolic dysfunction with similar accuracy and lower variability than human experts. These results highlight the potential of deep learning algorithms to help interpret echocardiograms. Ultimately, the use of automated workflows can democratise access and use of echocardiography in resource-limited settings.

To address this need, we developed a fully automated deep learning-based workflow to estimate parameters of cardiac systolic and diastolic function by echocardiography. First, we classified echocardiographic videos according to the most used views. Second, we used automatic annotators on the basis of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to quantify cardiac chamber volumes, and left ventricular systolic function (ejection fraction) and diastolic function (ratio of the mitral inflow E wave to the tissue Doppler e’ wave; E/e’ ratio). Finally, we used the automated workflow to generate interpretable annotations and compared with human measurements in independent, sex-balanced, and ethnically diverse cohorts.

Methods

Study design and datasets
We prototyped the automated deep learning-based workflow at key research institutes (Bioinformatics Institute, Institute of High Performance Computing, and Institute for Infocomm Research) of the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) of Singapore, using data from the Asian Network for Translational Research and Cardiovascular Trials (ATTRaCT) programme. The ATTRaCT platform contains data from the Asian Sudden Cardiac Death in Heart Failure registry and the ATTRaCT cohort, representing 11 countries (China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand). We used a total of 1145 individual echocardiograms from 1076 patients in the training set. The test set consisted of 406 separate echocardiograms from 406 patients. Sample sizes were based on the availability of data. We then validated the reliability of automated measurements in three external datasets without additional tuning. There was no overlap between patients in the test and validation sets. First, we validated the workflow using the Alberta Heart Failure Etiology and Analysis Research Team (HEART) study. The Alberta HEART study was a prospective observational study in Canada, with protocolised echocardiograms, read by two sonographers according to American Society of Echocardiography standards. Baseline characteristics of the Canada cohort are shown in the appendix (p 1). In total, 621 participants had an echocardiogram performed at baseline and 408 participants had an echocardiogram performed at 1-year follow-up, giving a total of 1029 individual echocardiograms. Second, we validated the automated measurements in a large real-world dataset of 31241 echocardiograms from 9289 individuals from Mackay Memorial Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan, which is one of the largest tertiary medical centres in Taiwan. The cohorts from Canada and Taiwan included both participants with heart failure and participants without heart failure. Baseline characteristics of the Taiwan cohort are shown in the appendix (p 2). Lastly, we validated the measurement of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) in the US-based EchoNet-Dynamic dataset, which includes 10030 echocardiograms with ground truth measurements of LVEF. Manual measurements in the Taiwan and US cohorts were done by multiple expert sonographers. Institutional review boards of participating centres approved each cohort study. Patients in ATTRaCT and the Alberta HEART study signed informed consent allowing use of data in secondary studies. Data from Mackay Memorial Hospital was retrospectively identified. A waiver of consent was obtained from the Mackay Memorial Hospital institutional review board. The EchoNet-Dynamic data is a publicly available dataset of anonymised imaging studies from patients obtained during standard clinical care. A waiver of consent was obtained from the institutional review board of Stanford University. For more on ATTRaCT see https://www.a-star.edu.sg/ATTRaCT.
University (Stanford, CA, USA), as detailed previously. Complete information on inclusion and exclusion criteria of the different cohorts are provided in the appendix (pp 15–17). Individual echocardiograms did not always have all two-dimensional (2D) or Doppler modality views available or manual measurements available for comparison. Therefore, we report results for studies with available views and manually measured values.

Video-based deep learning models for view classification and annotation

The human workflow for performing echocardiographic measurements consist of: (1) identifying the correct 2D or Doppler modality view; (2) manually segmenting and drawing annotations on 2D videos to outline cardiac chambers, or annotating Doppler modality views for specific measurements; and (3) manually referring to standard reference guidelines to identify if any of the potential dozens of measurements performed fall within the normal range of values for sex and age. The deep learning-based workflow automates the entire process by rapidly analysing the digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) files of a patient’s echocardiographic exam without the need for human intervention; from the classification of views to annotations, measurements, and generation of decision-support outcomes about cardiac structure and function (appendix p 10).

The first stage of the workflow categorises the imaging mode and view of each file into: 2D video, 2D video and colour Doppler, pulsed wave tissue Doppler imaging (PWTDI), M-mode, pulsed wave Doppler, and continuous wave Doppler. Videos were then parsed through two separate workflows for 2D videos and Doppler modalities (appendix p 10). In the second stage, 2D video and modalities were pre-processed and classified into views (appendix p 10). 2D videos were classified as apical 4 chamber (A4C) view, apical 2 chamber (A2C) view, parasternal long axis (PLAX) view, or 2D other views, and focused versions of the main views. Doppler modalities were classified as PWTDI (lateral, medial, and tricuspid regurgitation peak velocity [TrV]), M-mode (TrV and other views), pulsed wave (mitral valve and other views), continuous wave (TrV, aortic outflow velocity, and other views). DICOM images were pre-processed by cropping the echo sector to a tight square, or the velocity trace to a tight rectangle. The ECG was converted to a trace, to determine P, R, and T phases of the cardiac cycle if present.

2D videos were classified into views by one of two different classifiers. The first classifier was a supervised CNN, composed of four convolutional layers, a dense layer, and a softmax output layer. This model was trained with a categorical cross-entropy loss function. The second classifier was a modified version of an unsupervised deep clustering CNN (appendix p 10), trained with mean squared error and Kullback–Leibler loss functions. The Doppler modalities view classifier consisted of an ensemble of CNN models trained with the echo or velocity trace images and the categorical ground truth labels, with a categorical cross entropy loss function and a softmax output layer (appendix p 10). We trained the models on 55 487 images from 1145 individual echocardiograms (appendix pp 2–3).

Classified views of 2D videos and Doppler modalities were annotated. Experienced sonographers annotated a total of 20 828 available images (appendix p 4) for training. A combination of CNNs was used for annotating 2D videos and doppler modalities. Segmentation models were based on a UNet style architecture with a sigmoid output layer and trained with the combined binary cross-entropy and Dice loss function. For A2C and A4C views the endocardial borders and blood pool of the left ventricle and left atrium were annotated. For PLAX views, the linear measurements were determined. For Doppler modalities, velocity trace and view-specific annotations were done. Based on the frame-level annotations, video-level volume curves were generated to identify end systole and end diastole (appendix p 11). End systole, end diastole, and peak positions were confirmed by automated analysis of the accompanying electrocardiogram, if present. We were then able to project frame-level annotations on videos in real time (video).

Filters and confidence score

Individual echocardiograms often contain multiple videos of the same views, and one video has numerous frames. Therefore, we used a confidence score to identify videos and frames of the best quality (view quality), and decision rules to identify automated measurements of the best quality (measurement quality), for the external validation sets. Videos of low quality were excluded from analyses. The view quality was based on the highest output probability of the view classifier CNN softmax layer, similar to previous attempts. The measurement quality was based on several checks. These included the shape and placement of the annotation trace, congruency between systolic and diastolic phased with the electrocardiogram, and the automated measurement being within a physiological range.

Outlier identification and comparison with human variance

Three independent sonographers re-analysed the top 15 outliers (ie, echocardiograms with the greatest discordance between human and automated measurements) for each measurement in the Canadian dataset to identify causes of mismatch between automated and human measurements. The sonographers were masked to the original human measurement and the automatic measurement. Each sonographer remeasured volumes and visually assessed LVEF, E-wave, e’ lateral and e’ medial. After these assessments, the sonographer selected the closest value (ie, automated or original human measurement). The sonographers were also allowed to comment on the quality of the 2D video or
Doppler modalities or whether the patient was in atrial fibrillation.

We also performed a prospective study to compare the variability of automated versus human measurements. Two independent expert sonographers remeasured up to 142 individual echocardiograms from ATTRaCT (n=115) and the Alberta HEART study (n=27). These images were not used in the training of the workflow. The sonographers each had more than 10 years of experience working in an echocardiography core laboratory. The two sonographers were presented with the same random selection of studies and were asked to measure left ventricular end systolic volume (LVESV), left ventricular end diastolic volume (LVEDV), LVEF, left atrial end systolic volume (LAESV), E-wave, e' lateral, and e' medial. They were masked to the original clinical measurements, each other's measurements, and the automated measurements. Variability between the two human measurements and the original clinical measurement (three human measurements in total) were compared with the variability between automated measurement and the three human measurements using the individual equivalence coefficient (IEC).

Statistical analysis
We calculated the mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error, median absolute and relative (percentage) deviation, and the Pearson correlation coefficient, r, for automated versus manual measurements. For the internal test set we also present accuracy of measurements, which refers to the proportion of videos or images that were correctly classified in their respective categories for 2D videos or Doppler measurements, determined by the number of predictions divided by the total number with the same ground truth label. We performed post-hoc interaction analyses to test whether age, sex, or body mass index (BMI) modified the association between automated and manual echocardiographic parameters for E/e' ratio, because of phenotypic heterogeneity of heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. The Dice coefficient of similarity was used to compare automated to manual annotations of cardiac chambers. The absolute and percentage deviation were calculated for the 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the automated measurements to compare automated and manual measurements. We evaluated the interchangeability of automated and human measurements in the prospective study using the reference-scaled IEC. The IEC provides a metric to assess the variation between automated and human measurements compared with the variation between human measurements (ie, individual bio-equivalence). Thus, the expected value of IEC is 0 if automated and human measurements have identical within-patient variation, less than 0 if automated measurements have lower variation, and greater than 0 if automated measurements have higher variation compared with human measurements. The expected value of IEC is independent of population mean and intraclass correlation. We calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for the ability of automated measurements to identify patients with systolic dysfunction (LVEF <40%) or having E/e' ratio of at least 13 or e' lateral of less than 10 cm/s, on the basis of the original clinical (ground truth) measurements. In post-hoc analyses, we compared the performance of the workflow in patients with atrial fibrillation versus those without atrial fibrillation. The deep learning workflow was developed with Python (version 2.8); testing and validation of automated measurements was done with R (version 3.4.1).

Role of the funding source
The funder of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report.

Results
Following the development and training of the automated workflow for echocardiographic analyses in the training dataset from Asia (ATTRaCT programme), we assessed the workflow performance in an internal test set and in
In the test set from Asia, CNNs distinguished different views on 2D videos and Doppler modalities with an accuracy ranging from 91·1% for PWTDI medial (medial e') to 98·9% for PLAX (figure 1). CNNs were able to segment cardiac chambers with a mean Dice similarity coefficient (a measure of similarity of the annotations) ranging from 93·0% to 94·3% for both the left atrium and left ventricle (appendix p 5). The correlation between automated measurements with the manual measurements ranged from $r=0·88$ for E wave (MAE 7·4 cm/s), to a correlation of $r=0·95$ for LVESV (MAE 10·2 mL; table 1). For the most clinically relevant parameters, the correlation between automated and manual measurements was $r=0·89$ (MAE 5·5%) for LVEF, $r=0·92$ (MAE 0·7 cm/s) for e' lateral, and $r=0·90$ (MAE 1·7) for E/e' ratio (table 1, figure 2A–C). The AUC was $0·91$ (0·88–0·94) for identifying an E/e' ratio less than 10 cm/s, and 0·91 (0·89–0·93) for an E/e' ratio of 13 or higher (figure 3A–C). The association between ground truth E/e' ratio and automated E/e' measurements was not influenced by age, BMI, or sex in post-hoc interaction analysis ($p_{\text{interaction}} >0·10$).

We performed external validation of the workflow in three datasets: a curated dataset from Canada (Alberta HEART Study), a real-world dataset from Taiwan (Mackay Memorial Hospital), and a reference dataset from the USA (EchoNet-Dynamic dataset). In the cohort from Canada, 0–2·0% of the 2D videos and Doppler modalities were of low view quality, and 1·3–10·9% were of low measurement quality (appendix p 6). Correlations between automated and manual measurements ranged from $r=0·67$ for e' medial (MAE 1·0 cm/s) to $r=0·90$ for LVESV (MAE 16·5 mL; table 1). The correlation between automated and manual measurements was $r=0·75$ (MAE 8·6%) for LVEF, $r=0·78$ (MAE 1·2 cm/s) for e' lateral, and $r=0·75$ (MAE 2·2 cm/s) for E/e' ratio (table 1, figure 2A–C). The AUC was $0·91$ (0·88–0·94) for identifying participants with LVEF less than 40%, 0·88 (0·84–0·92) for e' lateral velocity less than 10 cm/s, and $0·91$ (0·89–0·93) for an E/e' ratio of 13 or higher (figure 3A–C).

In the dataset from Taiwan, 0–2·9% of 2D and Doppler modality images were of low view quality, and 1·3–28·1% were of low measurement quality (appendix p 8). Correlations between automated and manual measurements ranged from $r=0·62$ for LAESV (MAE 9·2 mL) to $r=0·88$ for e' lateral (MAE 1·6 cm/s; table 1). The correlation between automated and manual measurements was $r=0·75$ (MAE 10·2%) for LVESV, $r=0·87$ (MAE 1·6 cm/s) for e' lateral, and $r=0·79$ (MAE 1·8) for E/e' ratio (table 1, figure 2A–C). The AUC was $0·90$ (0·89–0·90) for identifying participants with LVESV less than 40%, 0·94 (0·93–0·95) for an e' lateral velocity less than 10 cm/s, and $0·91$ (0·89–0·93) for an E/e' ratio of 13 or higher (figure 3A–C).

The MAEs of measurements were higher in patients with atrial fibrillation than in patients without atrial fibrillation in the Canada and Taiwan cohorts (appendix pp 7, 9). However, $r$ values were similar or higher in patients with atrial fibrillation for LVESV, LVEDV, LVEF, LAESV, and E/e' ratio in the Canadian cohort, and LVESV and LVEDV in the Taiwanese cohort.

We validated LVEF measurements in the US EchoNet-Dynamic dataset, which included 10030 clinically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number of echo-cardiograms</th>
<th>Mean absolute error*</th>
<th>50th percentile</th>
<th>75th percentile</th>
<th>95th percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LVESV, mL</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0·95</td>
<td>10·2</td>
<td>14·5</td>
<td>6·7 (9·2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEDV, mL</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0·93</td>
<td>13·2</td>
<td>17·8</td>
<td>10·3 (7·9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEF, %</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0·89</td>
<td>5·5</td>
<td>6·8</td>
<td>4·9 (12·9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAESV, mL</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0·93</td>
<td>5·1</td>
<td>7·3</td>
<td>3·5 (7·5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E wave, cm/s</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>0·88</td>
<td>7·4</td>
<td>12·6</td>
<td>3·8 (5·1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e’ lateral, cm/s</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>0·92</td>
<td>0·7</td>
<td>1·1</td>
<td>0·4 (5·9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e’ medial, cm/s</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>0·89</td>
<td>0·5</td>
<td>0·9</td>
<td>0·4 (6·5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/e’ ratio</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0·90</td>
<td>1·7</td>
<td>2·7</td>
<td>1·2 (10·3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Correlation coefficients for ground truth and automated measurements
measured LVEF values. We identified 6476 A4C views for measurement of LVEF. Of these, 6306 (97.4%) had a high view quality, and 6286 (97.1%) had a high quality measurement, and thus 6286 views were assessed. The correlation between automated and manual measurements was $r=0.76$ (MAE 6.5%; appendix p 12). The AUC was 0.92 (0.91–0.94) for identifying participants with LVEF less than 40% (appendix p 12).

Among the top 15 outliers for each measurement in the Canadian dataset, the three independent sonographers preferred the automated measurements over the original human measurement for a mean of 84% LVEDVs, 74% LVESVs, 74% LAESVs, 56% e’ medial velocities, 42% LVEFs, and 30% E-wave measurements (appendix p 13). When the original human measurement of LVEF was preferred over automated measurements by the clinical expert, video quality was often poor (six of 15 videos considered poor quality; manual measurement preferred in five of those six). When the human measurement of E-wave was preferred over automatic measurements by the clinical expert, patients were commonly in atrial fibrillation (five of 15 videos labelled with atrial fibrillation; manual measurement preferred in four of those five).

In the prospective validation of automated measurement versus expert human measurement of echocardiograms from the Asian (ATRaCT) and Canadian datasets, all IECs were less than 0 for all measurements, indicating that automated measurements were interchangeable with human measurements (table 2). The reference-scaled values of automated measurements were similar to the scaled values of human measurements (appendix p 14).

**Discussion**

In this large-scale study with validation across four separate cohorts, we showed that a deep learning-based end-to-end workflow could automatically classify echocardiographic views and Doppler modalities and assess cardiac systolic and diastolic function parameters. The external validation of the workflow in distinct cohorts from different countries, health-care systems, and participants from Asia, Canada, and the USA showed the generalisability of automated measurements in men, women, and real-world clinical patients, with diverse ethnic backgrounds. We also showed that the variability of automatic measurements was lower than variability among manual measurements by expert sonographers.

Previous attempts that used deep learning to automate the annotation of echocardiograms focused on view classification, assessment of systolic function, or a limited number of measurements without Doppler modalities. Notably, most studies had no external validation. Recently, Ouyang and colleagues reported a deep learning algorithm for the automatic assessment of LVEF and validated this in an external dataset from a different health-care system. However, this study only focused on evaluating LVEF, and whether
the performance of this previous algorithm would be different in more diverse populations particularly in terms of ethnicity is unclear. Interpretation of cardiac systolic function is commonly done by health-care professionals with limited additional training, for example, in the emergency setting.23 However, interpretation of other parameters, including cardiac Doppler measurements, requires considerable training and time investment, which might not always be readily available outside the cardiology department or in resource-limited settings. We used a combination of CNNs and ensemble models trained for their specialised views and tasks to annotate 2D images and Doppler modalities. CNNs have been used previously to classify Doppler images without providing annotations26 or to annotate 2D videos with quantity volumes, left ventricular mass, and ejection fraction.10,11 We extend on earlier work because our study combined automated view selection and automated annotation of 2D videos and Doppler modalities. Importantly, this pipeline can function as part of a learning health-care system by forming an integral part of clinical care while at the same time improving automated assessment by learning from the user.27 Additionally, we extensively validated our workflow in datasets from different countries, health-care systems, and in both men and women from Asia and North America.

The variability in automated measurements was smaller than the variation of manual measurements by expert sonographers in our prospective study. This finding shows that deep learning algorithms can potentially substitute manual annotations of echocardiograms.2,28 In the Alberta HEART study dataset from Canada and the real-world dataset from Mackay Memorial Hospital, Taiwan, the MAEs for LVEF were higher compared with those in the earlier attempt by Ouyang and colleagues.11 This increase in MAE is likely to have been caused by differences in image quality and the proportion of possible inaccurate manual measurements. When expert sonographers examined the top 15 outliers for each measurement, they commonly preferred the automated measurements over the original human measurements. For those measurements which the original human measurement was preferred over automated measurement, image quality was often poor, or patients were often in atrial fibrillation. MAEs were higher in patients with atrial fibrillation than in those without, particularly for measurements influenced by the presence of atrial fibrillation, such as E-wave and LAESV. Poor view quality was a specific issue for the US EchoNet-dynamic dataset. Videos were compressed and of considerably worse quality than ordinary DICOM files. However, the MAE of automated LVEF measurements by our workflow in the EchoNet-Dynamic dataset was similar to the MAE of LVEF described by Ouyang and colleagues in external validation of their algorithm.11 We used quality control criteria for the view classifier and measurements to select images of sufficient image quality. The advantage of this step is that it can improve the performance and usability of the workflow for end users. However, the limitation of this approach is that not all images will be annotated. The

Figure 3: AUC for identifying patients with clinical measurements of LVEF less than 40% (A), e’ lateral less than 10 cm/s (B), and E/e’ ratio at or higher than 13 (C) with automated measurements AUC=area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. LVEF=left ventricular ejection fraction.
Further work is needed to identify how lower quality videos can be analysed, or how machine learning can be used upstream to guide the acquisition of good quality images. We presented a fully automated deep learning-based workflow to automate the view classification, annotation, and interpretation of cardiac volumes, LVEF, and E/e' ratio. Our results are an important step forward and highlight the possibility of deep learning to provide a fully automated solution for interpreting echocardiograms, which can support clinicians and augment clinical care.

Table 2: IECs for independent prospective validation between human expert measurements in triplicate vs automated measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>IEC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular end systolic volume</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular end diastolic volume</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ventricular ejection fraction</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left atrial end systolic volume</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E wave</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e' lateral</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e' medial</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E/e' ratio</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IEC=individual equivalence coefficient. *Three human measurements (two prospective measurements by sonographers and one original clinical measurement) and the automated measurement.*
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